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The Internet is becoming smaller, fragmenting down national
borders, and succumbing to regulations imposed by governments
and various special interests.

Cathie Wood’s assertion inflation cannot happen because the
velocity of money is falling has no basis in reality. Here’s why…
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Another quarter, another all time high in global debt (don't expect this to ever again drop under the existing monetary
framework).

C O U RT E S Y O F T H E M A R K E T E A R

UPGRADE TO PREMIUM TODAY

According to the Institute of International Finance (IIF), total global debt - which includes government, household and
corporate and bank debt but excludes derivatives and various other exotic products - rose to a new record high of nearly
$300 trillion in the second quarter, $296 trillion to be precise, and up $4.8 trillion in the quarter. This means that in the 18
months since covid, total debt has risen a stunning $36 trillion!
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Meanwhile, after a slight decline in the first quarter, debt among developed economies - especially the euro area - rose again
in the second quarter (again, repeat after us, debt will never again decline).
In the United states, debt accumulation of around $490 billion was the slowest since the start of the pandemic, although
household debt increased at a record pace. Expect this number to explode higher after Biden passes his next fiscal stimulus,
whenever that is.
Globally, household debt rose by $1.5 trillion in the first six months of this year to $55 trillion. The IIF noted that almost a third
of the countries in its study saw an increase in household debt in the first half.
"The rise in household debt has been in line with rising house prices in almost every major economy in the world,"
said the IIF's Tiftik, doing everything he can to show central bankers how big is the housing bubble they have created.
Finally, the IIF said that total sustainable debt issuance - which we assume refers to the epic scam that is ESG - surpassed
$800 billion year to date, the IIF said, with global issuance projected to reach $1.2 trillion in 2021.
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Stoptyranny 1 month ago

Am I the only one having a strange gut feeling the past days?
Something is about to drop soon, I can feel it.
Stay strong people
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Four chan 1 month ago

The worst and most catastrophically and permanently damaging
day in U.S. history to date was the coup.
Tuesday, November 3, 2020.
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Givemelibertyordeath 1 month ago (Edited)

Orchestrated by our own in bed with our foreign enemies. Managed decline of the US and the
western civilization. Sad times we’re living.
It won’t get better anytime soon. Start of the collapse. We are not close to hit the peak of “crisis” in
the 4th turning yet.
"We defeated the wrong enemy" - General Patton
Eisenhower’s warning of the military industrial complex comes to mind.
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Misesmissesme 1 month ago

December 23, 1913 was worse. But a close second for sure.
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GreatUncle 1 month ago

Something has to give so too speak.
Economically the cat is out of the bag when the mother--in-law accidentally lets slip her water bill went
up 40%.
Reckon it will hit before Xmas.
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Stoptyranny 1 month ago

I believe it can't go for much longer than that





BarneyisFrank 1 month ago

So I guess $250T is OK but where everything collapses is $300T?
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Jim diGriz 1 month ago

Unrelated, I guess, but Blackstone manages over 7 trillion.
$7,000,000,000,000
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archipusz 1 month ago

Pretty soon we're going to be talking about real money.
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Peter Pan 1 month ago (Edited)

The money will never be real with fiat sloshing around. What will be real will be the pain when reality
hits the fan. The distance between what you receive in wages, pensions and what you have in savings
compared to what you need to survive will be huge to the point of not being able to be bridged. This is
what they mean by unfunded liabilities. Not the actual cash shortage but the shortfall between promises
and deliverables (i.e. reality.)
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Patmos 1 month ago (Edited)

When God set up ancient Israel the people were told to periodically forgive debt, so that the system wouldn't
get clogged up with the burden of debt. King Solomon would go on to warn that the debtor is slave to the
lender.
Says a lot about the ungodly world today.
And the worst part is yet to come, as the Occult World "Order" will present a "great" reset that will include a
supposedly benevolent forgiveness of debt, only to lock people into the beast system where financial and
medical records are intertwined. Don't want the latest vaccine? Okay, no more financial transactions for you.
It's coming folks. Keep your head buried in the sand if you want. The tech is already being developed for
such a system.
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Peter Pan 1 month ago

So which debt do we forgive? The debt racked up on credit cards by mums and dads buying crap? The
education debt that produced degrees but not quality jobs? The housing debt which your pension fund
bought as an investment? The debt on your house which to a degree was lent to you from my savings?
I understand your point about debt jubilees but they were used at a different time and for better reasons
not only in Israel but also Ancient Greece. Today the debt has become so far woven into the fabric of
our society that to write it off will cause the fabric to tear as well.
First address the tremendous imbalance between the top 1% and bottom 30% and then we can
continue the conversation.





BLOTTO 1 month ago (Edited)

But who do we own 300 Trillion too? The Merchants of Babylon.
What ruled 7,000 years ago still rules today.
.
'Our teachings: are not concerned with moral problems, but rather with how to 'get .' - H.W. Rosenthal
https://archive.org/stream/TheHiddenTyranny-HaroldWallaceRosenthal/TheHiddenTyrannyHaroldWallaceRosenthal_djvu.txt
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Jim diGriz 1 month ago

Back a winner!
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Bunga Bunga 1 month ago

To ourselves, says the communist.





Big Tech Is Evil 1 month ago

Now imagine all the interest paid and ask the $300T question: to whom is that interest paid? At 2% interest
rate, we're talking about $6T/yr. Now that's some serious slavery...
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desertdog 1 month ago

“The art and mystery of banks… is established on the principle that ‘private debts are a public blessing.‘
That the evidences of those private debts, called bank notes, become active capital, and aliment the
whole commerce, manufactures, and agriculture of the United States. Here are a set of people, for
instance, who have bestowed on us the great blessing of running in our debt about two hundred
millions of dollars, without our knowing who they are, where they are, or what property they
have to pay this debt when called on.”
~Thomas Jefferson
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jmNZ 1 month ago

$300,000,000,000,000!
Forget it guys, you're never going to get that back, no matter how much you squeeze and Ponzi.
It's all worthless.
Scrub the debts and start again from scratch.
And let's hope you've learned something . . .
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ItsAllBollocks 1 month ago

Ever notice they never mention to whom the debt is owed?
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Pokemon Trainer Ash 1 month ago

it is anti semitic to name them
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zeropol 1 month ago

Owe to the Fed who robs from the savers.





CovidFloozy 1 month ago

Seems kind of high.
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gcjohns1971 1 month ago

How much of the markets valuation would 20bps on $300 Trillion be?
And you think they'll ACTUALLY (vice nominally) raise rates?
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2banana 1 month ago

And gold and silver will just sit there...
Until they don't.

Not only will it exceed $300 trillion but it will exceed $400 trillion, $500 trillion and
eventually $1 quadrillion and so on. This is a feature, not a bug of the MMT
"Helicopter Money" system we now live under.
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mjl975 1 month ago

so as a newbie..what's the best way to buy physical gold & silver??





Jethro 1 month ago

Without leaving too much of a trail? Locally with cash.
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mjl975 1 month ago

how about just straight up?? closest price to what you see reported every day..
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Short_phlogiston 1 month ago

First you need a boat.
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mjl975 1 month ago

lost my wife and my gold holdings in that tragic accident...
ok..been watching too much Columbo
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Fed91 1 month ago

Just one more thing...





H H Henry P P P Paulson 1 month ago (Edited)

A definite possibility is that gold and silver cross the finish line flat... but that means stocks, housing,
other commodities all crash 75% or greater. Gold performs well during deflation.
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mjl975 1 month ago

no worries..just put it on the credit card
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Cautiously Pessimistic 1 month ago

I am disappointed that it is this low still. I am looking forward to the DEBT IMPLOSION SUPERNOVA. We
need to step our game up if we ever hope to get there soon.
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creeko 1 month ago

stadiums fill quickly with water, one drop every minute, doubled. Very slowly, then... all at once.
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desertdog 1 month ago

Trump borrowed ~$1.5T more than we needed last year. And now the debt ceiling has shut down
borrowing.
Clamps are coming off and Powell is in Crtl-P withdrawal. Things will get moving fast again in a few
weeks.
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Dis-obey 1 month ago

I'm debt free. so it wasnt me!
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Bunga Bunga 1 month ago

No one is ever debt free. You are indebted to the government until you die.





Smokeyjake 1 month ago

What’s after trillion?
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Able Ape 1 month ago

No sweat! Pay it off with 3 Zimbabwe $100 Trillion notes...
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itstippy 1 month ago

One man's debt is another man's asset, unless it's parked on a Central Bank's balance sheet.
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espirit 1 month ago

I owe more than what my body is worth.
So how they gonna collect...?





Mrwizz 1 month ago (Edited)

The corrupt got the money! Bankers insiders CEOs of companies and like! Revolution against them should
be. The biggest issue is they have the police and army to protect them.
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M·PORCIVS·CATO·VTICENSIS 1 month ago

$35.5 trillion is just the USA alone.
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ThomasJefferson69 1 month ago

Not a problem, Asteroid 16 Psyche has enough gold to give everyone on Earth $93 billion.
I hereby allow you Earthlings to mine it. It's all yours.
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2banana 1 month ago

"We all are all billionaires but we can't find food to buy."
Jogger in Zimbabwe
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smacker 1 month ago

This $296 trillion global debt will be zeroed under The Great Reset New World Order.
What we don't know yet is how it will be carried out.
One aspect of it is deposit savings in banks are described as "debt", so will there be a gigantic bail-in? And
will this whole "Reset" process be kick-started by a global hacking of Internet etc which causes the banks etc
to shut down for a long weekend while they carry it out and then claim your savings were stolen?
.....just thinking aloud
Klaus Schwab: "You will own nothing and be happy".
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HonorSeeker 1 month ago

Is this just immediate term debt?
Or does this include pension obligations...
Oh, wait, if it included pension obligations it'd likely be $1 Quadrillion.
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GreatUncle 1 month ago

The issue is not debt it is how fast it is being devalued away relative to a persons income.
If people save then those savings are destroyed so fast putting them into economic ruin.
That is when those people need to be handed free money like TBTF to prevent it.
Nope! Everybody is being pushed into poverty by CB largesse to protect their themselves.
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TheZeitgeist 1 month ago (Edited)

According to the Institute of International Finance (IIF), total global debt - which includes government,
household and corporate and bank debt but excludes derivatives and various other exotic products
That means the big Q - 'quadrillion' soon will enter the CNBC lexicon.
Like 'trillion' when I was a kid, it will seem a crazy-stupid abstraction at first but be normalized over time.
Excepting of course wheels coming off before then because dying currencies are counted using big Qs.
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Shibumi2 1 month ago

To whom do we owe this "money"?
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ThrowAwayYourTV 1 month ago

To your children
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Big Tech Is Evil 1 month ago

Nope.
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Bunga Bunga 1 month ago

To some ugly old farts.





EXPAND

The one country which is already bursting at the seams with debt, China, saw a steeper rise in its debt levels compared with
other countries, while emerging-market debt excluding China rose to a fresh record high at $36 trillion in the second quarter,
driven by a rise in government borrowing.
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PA N D E M I C : WA R RO O M



O P E N T H E BO O K S

The IIF also said that total debt-to-GDP ratios excluding the financial sector are below pre-pandemic levels in just five
countries: Mexico, Argentina, Denmark, Ireland, and Lebanon. Of course, if only includes the financial sector - as one should
- this statistic is meaningless garbage.
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OF T WO MINDS

As a result, debt as a share of gross domestic product fell to around 353% in the second quarter, from a record high of 362%
in the first three months of this year.
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L I B E RT Y B L I T Z K R I E G

There was a silver lining: the debt-to-GDP ratio declined for the first time since the start of the pandemic as economic growth
rebounded. The IIF said that of the 61 countries it monitored, 51 recorded a decline in debt-to-GDP levels, mostly on the
back of a strong rebound in economic activity, although we are very curious what non-GAAP GDP number the IIF used to
calculate a faster GDP growth than debt.
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I M P LO D E - E X P LO D E

UPGRADE TO PREMIUM

The rise in debt levels was the sharpest among emerging markets - read China - with total debt rising $3.5 trillion in the
second quarter from the preceding three months to reach almost $92 trillion.
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ThrowAwayYourTV 1 month ago

First time in my life I ever heard that number.
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GOLD CORE

Jethro 1 month ago

I wonder what the black pool debt is?
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GEFIRA

AnMonist275 1 month ago

It‘s on its way to quadrillion - the numbers increase the value decreases





G A I N S PA I N S & C A P I TA L

"If the borrowing continues at this pace, we expect global debt to exceed $300 trillion," said Emre Tiftik, IIF's director of
sustainability research. Well, duh. Not only will it exceed $300 trillion but it will exceed $400 trillion, $500 trillion and
eventually $1 quadrillion and so on. This is a feature, not a bug of the MMT "Helicopter Money" system we now live under.

aldol11 1 month ago

10% inflation will mkae mincemeat of it
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